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payment schemes, or as tickets in applications such as secret voting schemes. The securityof the blind signature schemes proposed in [1, 3] are based on the hardness of factorization[11] and the schemes proposed in [2, 4] is based on the hardness of computing discretelogarithm [12].Threshold signatures [13, 14] are motivated by the need that arises in organizationsto have a group of employees who agree on a message before signing and by the needto protect the group private key from the attack of internal and external adversaries.The later becomes more important with the actual deployment of public key schemes inpractice. The signing power of some authorities inevitably invites attackers to try andsteal this power. The goal of a threshold signature scheme is to increase the availability ofthe signing authority and to increase the protection against forgery by making it harderfor the adversary to learn the group secret key.Instead of a single signer, two blind threshold signature schemes [15] have been pro-posed in a distributed environment, where several signers work together to sign a blindthreshold signature. The schemes proposed in [15] allows t out of n participants in agroup cooperating to sign a blind threshold signature without the assistance of a singletrusted authority. In these schemes, the size of a threshold signature is the same as thatof an individual signature and the signature veri�cation process is equivalent to that of anindividual signature. Therefore, these schemes are optimal with respect to the thresholdsignature size and the veri�cation process.In addition to the secure voting schemes [8, 9, 10] to protect voters' privacy, the conceptof blind signatures has been widely used in secure electronic payment schemes [1, 5, 6, 7].Up to date, the on-line e-cash schemes proposed by Chaum [1, 5] are more e�cient andpractical. The aim of these schemes was to produce an electronic version of money whichretains the same properties as paper cash. These schemes involve customers, the bank andthe shops and consists of the following phases: the withdrawal phase, the spending phaseand the deposit phase. In real world environments, if the issue of e-coins are controlled bya single person. He can generate extra e-coins as he wishes. To cope with this dilemma,instead of a unique administrator, every customer needs to request blind threshold signa-tures as e-coins from t arbitrary administrators, so that, t arbitrary administrators can2



represent the bank to issue e-coins. The underlying assumption is that: at least (n� t+1)of the n administrators do not conspire with the others. The blind threshold signatureschemes can be directly applied to these secure e-cash schemes for distributing the powerof a single authority. By these schemes, secure e-cash schemes can meet the real worldenvironments, such that, the issue of e-coins is controlled by several administrators. Theblind threshold signature will work when at least t out of n administrator are honest. Sincecustomers only need to request exact tmembers from n administrators, it can meet the realworld environments without a single trusted administrator or with some absent/dishonestadministrators.Since blind signature schemes provide perfect unlinkability, such e-cash schemes canbe misused by criminals, e.g. to safely obtain a ransom or to launder money [16]. Tocope with this dilemma, the concept of fair blind signatures is introduced in [17]. In [17],three fair blind signature schemes are introduced to prevent the misuse of the unlinkabilityproperty. With the help of the judge, the signer can link a signature to the correspondingsigning process. Since the fairness property is very important for preventing criminals frommisusing the unlinkability property in e-cash schemes, we propose a fair blind thresholdsignature scheme based on the blind threshold signature scheme proposed in [15] and theregistration method proposed in [17]. Our scheme allows the judge to deliver informationallowing anyone of the t signers to link his view of the protocol and the message-signaturepair. In our scheme, the size of a fair threshold signature is the same as that of an individualfair signature and the signature veri�cation process is simpli�ed by means of a group publickey. The security of our schemes relies on the di�culty of computing discrete logarithmand it is computationally infeasible for signers to derive the exact correspondence betweenthe message they actually sign and all signers' complete views of the execution of thesigning process without the assistance of the judge or the requester.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the de�nition of blindnessof a threshold signature scheme. In Section 3, we present an e�cient fair blind thresholdsignature scheme. Then we examine its correctness, security and linkage recovery in Section4. In Section 5, we make some discussions. Finally, a concluding remark is given in Section6. 3



2 PreliminaryIn this section, we present the de�nition of blindness of a threshold signature scheme. Thereare two methods for verifying the validity of a signature: the comparison method and therestoration (message recovery) method [18]. In the comparison method, for verifying asignature, the corresponding message must be sent to a veri�er along with the signature.To save the length of the signature, instead of signing the whole message, one can makea signature on the digest of the message which is the hashed value of a secure one-wayhash function [19, 20, 21] with the message as input. In the restoration method, only thesignature is sent to a veri�er. The signed message which is embedded in the signature canbe recovered after the veri�cation process. Many signature schemes with message recoveryhave been proposed [11, 22]. We �rst de�ne the blindness of a digital signature schemewith the comparison method as follows:De�nition 1 A blind signature scheme with the comparison method is an 11-tuple P =(M;S;�;K;	;<;
; @;�;�;�); where� M is a message space that is a set of strings (plaintexts),� S is a signature space that is a set of strings (signatures),� � is a random message space that is a set of strings,� K = Ke�Kd is a key space, such that Ke is the public key space and Kd is the privatekey space,� 	 is the signer of the scheme,� < is a set of requesters,� 
 is a poly-time algorithm that on input a random string � 2 �; constructs a privatekey Kd 2 Kd and its corresponding public key Ke 2 Ke;� @ is a poly-time blinding algorithm that on input a message m 2 M, a randomblinding string � 2 �; a public key Ke 2 Ke and h(�) 2 �; where h is a one-way hashfunction and � 2 �, constructs the blinded message m0 = @(m;�;Ke; h(�)) 2M;4



� � is a poly-time signing algorithm that on input a blinded message m0 = @(m;�;Ke; h(�)) 2M, the private key Kd 2 Kd and the randomizing factor �; constructs the blindsignature s0 = �(m0;Kd; �) 2 S on m0;� � is a poly-time unblinding algorithm that on input a blind signature s0 = �(@(m;�;Ke; h(�)); Kd; �) 2 S and the random blinding string �; extracts the signature s =�(s0; �) on m;� � :M�S �Ke ! ftrue, falseg is a poly-time veri�cation algorithm that on inputa message-signature pair (m; s) and a public key Ke 2 Ke; determines if s is a validsignature for message m;such that, we have the following:1. Before a requester R 2 < can request a blind signature, 	 chooses a random string� 2 �, executes 
(�) to construct a private key Kd 2 Kd and its correspondingpublic key Ke 2 Ke and then publishes his public key Ke:2. In a blind signature generation, a requester R 2 < chooses a random string � 2 � andcomputes m0 = @(m;�;Ke; h(�)); where Ke is 	's public key and � is the randomizingfactor chosen by 	; for blinding a message m and submits m0 to 	. 	 then appliesthe signing algorithm � to m0 by his private key Kd 2 Kd and the randomizing factor� and sends the signing result s0 = �(m0;Kd; �) to R: After receiving s0; R extractsthe signature s = �(s0; �) on the message m.3. Anyone can verify if a message-signature pair (m; s) is valid for the public key Ke 2Ke by the function �.4. In a blind signature generation, the signer' view and the message-signature pair(m; s) which is later made public are statistically independent. 2The digital signature scheme with the restoration method can be de�ned similarlyexcept the veri�cation function � must be replaced by a restoration function �: To verifya signature s 2 S; one simply computesm = �(s;Ke) and checks ifm has some redundancyinformation. 5



Given a secret �, we say that the secret shadows (�i; 1 � i � n) construct a (t; n)threshold secret sharing of � if t � 1 (or less) of these values reveal no information about� and there exists a poly-time algorithm that outputs � having any subset of t values asinputs.Let there be n > 1 players in a distributed system and player i has his own secret si. Asecure computing protocol for this system is a procedure for evaluating the function valuef(s1; s2; :::; sn) jointly by the n players such that the output becomes commonly knownwhile si remains secret. A secure computing protocol can be used to de�ne blind thresholdsignature schemes. We de�ne the blindness of a (t; n) threshold signature scheme with thecomparison method as follows:De�nition 2 A blind (t; n) threshold signature scheme with the comparison method is a12-tuple PT = (M;S;�;K;�;	;<;
T ; @T ;�T ;�T ;�); where� M is a message space that is a set of strings (plaintexts),� S is a signature space that is a set of strings (signatures),� � is a random message space that is a set of strings,� K = Ke�Kd is a key space, such that Ke is the public key space and Kd is the privatekey space,� � is a shadow key space,� 	 = fUij1 � i � ng is a set of n signers,� < is a set of requesters,� 
T : �n ! Ke is a poly-time distributed key generation protocol (secure computingprotocol) used by all the signers 	: The private input of Ui is a random string �i 2 �:The output of the protocol is the group public key Ke = 
T (�1; �2; :::; �n) 2 Ke: Atthe end of the protocol, the private output of signer Ui 2 	 is a secret shadow �i 2 �;such that the shadows �i; 1 � i � n; form a (t; n) threshold secret sharing of Kd 2 Kd;where Kd is the corresponding private key of Ke.6



� @T :M� ��Ke��t!M is a poly-time blinding algorithm that on input a messagem 2M, a random blinding string � 2 �, a public key Ke 2 Ke and h(�Pi) 2 �; 1 �i � t; 1 � P1; Pt � n and Pi < Pi+1; where h is a one-way hash function and �Pi 2 �;constructs the blinded message m0 = @T (m;�;Ke; h(�P1); h(�P2); :::; h(�Pt )) 2M;� �T : M�Ke� �t ��t ! S is a poly-time distributed signing protocol (secure com-puting protocol) used by any subset of t signers fUPi j1 � i � t; 1 � P1; Pt � nand Pi < Pi+1g. The private input of UPi is the secret shadow �Pi 2 � and therandomizing factor �Pi 2 �: The public inputs consist of a blind message m0 =@T (m;�;Ke; h(�P1); h(�P2); :::; h(�Pt )) 2 M and the public key Ke 2 Ke. The outputof the protocol is the blind signature s0 = �T (m0;Ke; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt ; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt) 2S.� �T : S� �! S is a poly-time unblinding algorithm that on input a blind signatures0 = �T (@T (m;�;Ke; h(�P1); h(�P2 ); :::; h(�Pt));Ke; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt ; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt)) 2S and the random blinding string �; extracts the signature s = �T (s0; �) on m;� � :M�S �Ke ! ftrue, falseg is a poly-time veri�cation algorithm that on inputa message-signature pair (m; s) and a public key Ke 2 Ke; determines if s is a validsignature for message m,such that, we have the following:1. Before a requester R 2 < can request a blind threshold signature from any subset oft signers 	t =fUPi j1 � i � t; 1 � P1; Pt � n and Pi < Pi+1g, all the signers in 	have to apply 
T to construct a group public key Ke 2 Ke; where the correspondinggroup private key of Ke is Kd 2 Kd: At the end of 
T , each signer Ui 2 	 gets asecret shadow �i 2 �:2. In a blind threshold signature generation, a requester R 2 < chooses a random string� 2 � and computes m0 = @T (m;�;Ke; h(�P1); h(�P2); :::; h(�Pt )); where Ke is 	'sgroup public key and �Pi is the randomizing factor chosen by UPi ; for blinding amessage m and submits m0 to 	t = fUPi j1 � i � t; 1 � P1; Pt � n and Pi < Pi+1g.7



	t then apply the distributed signing protocol �T to m0 and send R the signing results0 = �T (m0;Ke; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt ; �P1 ; �P2 ; :::; �Pt)); where �Pi is the secret shadow ofUPi : After receiving s0; R extracts the signature s = �T (s0; �) on the message m.3. Anyone can verify if a message-signature pair (m; s) is valid for the group public keyKe 2 Ke by the function �.4. In a blind threshold signature generation, the signers' views � and the message-signature pair (m; s) which is later made public are statistically independent. 23 The proposed schemeIn this section, we propose a fair blind threshold signature scheme. In a typical signingprocess of a fair blind threshold signature scheme, there are three kinds of participants,the signers, the judge and a requester. Before the requester can obtain a signature fromthe signers, all the signers have to cooperate to distribute their secret shadows to othersigners in advance. Then the requester acquires two pseudonyms from the judge anduses one of the pseudonyms to request a fair blind threshold signature from the signers.The proposed scheme consists of four phases: (1) the shadow distribution phase, (2) theregistration phase, (3) the signature generation phase and (4) the signature veri�cationphase. The shadow distribution phase is performed only once among the signers and thenthey can use their secret shadows to sign messages. In the registration phase, the requesterrequests two pseudonyms from the judge. One of the pseudonyms is used in the signaturegeneration phase, whereas the other one is part of the signature. Thus, the judge, whoknows the two corresponding pseudonyms, can link the message-signature pair with thecorresponding signer's view. In the signature generation phase, a requester requests ablind threshold signature from the signers by sending the pseudonym to the signers andthe signers cooperate to issue the fair blind threshold signature to the requester. In thesignature veri�cation phase, anyone can use the group public key to verify if a fair thresholdsignature is valid.Let Ui be the identi�cation of signer i, n be the number of signers, t be the thresholdvalue of the fair blind threshold signature scheme, so that at least (n� t+ 1) signers are8



honest, m be the blind message to be signed, h be a secure one-way hashing function [23],p and q be two large strong prime numbers such that q divides (p�1); and � be a generatorof Z�p (i:e:; gcd(�; p) = 1; � 6= 1). Let x �p y denote x = y mod p. Let g �p �(p�1)=qand " � " denote the ordinal string concatenation. Let di be the secret key chosen by Uiand dJ be the secret key chosen by the judge. In a distributed environment, Ui and thejudge can publish their corresponding public keys ei and eJ . Anyone can get ei and eJ viasome authentication service (e.g. the X.509 directory authentication service [23]). Usinga secure public key signature scheme [11, 12], Ui and the judge can produce signatures ofmessages by their own secret keys di and dJ : Anyone can verify these signatures by thecorresponding public keys ei and eJ . Let CertUi(m) be the signature on the message mproduced by Ui and CertJ(m) be the signature on the message m produced by the judge.3.1 The shadow distribution phaseBefore a requester can request a fair blind threshold signature from the signers, all signersmust cooperate to distribute their shadows to other signers. In the shadow distributionphase, each Ui; 1 � i � n, carries out the following steps:1. Ui chooses a secret key zi 2 Zq and a secret polynomial fi(x) = Pt�1k=0 ai;kxk suchthat ai;0 = zi, computes 	i;k �p gai;k and the signatures CertUi(h(	i;k)) on 	i;k for0 � k � t � 1 and sends ((	i;k; CertUi(h(	i;k)); 0 � k � t � 1) to Uj; 1 � j � n;j 6= i.2. Upon receiving ((	j;k; CertUj (h(	j;k)); 1 � j � n; j 6= i; 0 � k � t�1) from all othersigners, Ui veri�es if all CertUj (h(	j;k)) are valid. If valid, he sends �i;j �q fi(xj);where xj is a unique public number for Uj ; and a signature CertUi(h(�i;j)) on �i;jsecretly to every Uj ; 1 � j � n; j 6= i. Otherwise, he publishes the invalid signaturesand stops.3. When Ui receives all �j;i; CertUj (h(�j;i)), 1 � j � n; j 6= i; from other signers, heveri�es if the share �j;i received from Uj is consistent with the certi�ed values 	j;l,0 � l � t � 1; by checking whether g�j;i �p Qt�1l=0(	j;l)xil . If it fails, Ui broadcaststhat an error has been found, publishes �j;i, CertUj (h(�j;i)) and the identi�cation of9



Uj; and then stops. Otherwise, Ui computes the signature CertUi(h(y)) on the grouppublic key y �p Qnl=1 yl �p Qnl=1	l;0 and the signature CertUi(h(�j;i)) on �j;i �pg�j;i ; 1 � j � n. He then sends (CertUi(h(y)); (�j;i; CertUi(h(�j;i)); 1 � j � n)) toall other signers.4. Upon receiving all ((CertUj (h(y)); 1 � j � n; j 6= i); (�l;j ; CertUj(h(�l;j)); 1 �l � n; 1 � j � n; j 6= i)), Ui veri�es if all ((CertUj (h(y)); 1 � j � n; j 6= i);(CertUj (h(�l;j)); 1 � l � n; 1 � j � n; j 6= i)) are valid. If valid, the shadow keyscorresponding to the group secret key z �q Pnj=1 zj have been securely and correctlydistributed. The group public key y �p Qnj=1 yj �p gPnj=1 zj ; all signers' public keysyj; 1 � j � n, and all public shadows �l;j �p g�l;j ; 1 � l; j � n; can then bepublished by each signer. Otherwise, Ui publishes the invalid signatures and stops.3.2 The registration phaseBefore a requester requests a fair blind threshold signature from the signers, he mustacquire two pseudonyms from the judge by performing the following steps.1. The requester sends a request for two pseudonyms to the judge.2. The judge randomly chooses � and  2 Zq, computes 
0 �p g� and 
1 �p 
0 ,stores (;
0;
1) and then sends the random numbers, the pseudonyms and theirsignatures (�; ;
0;
1; CertJ(h(
0)); CertJ(h(
1)), CertJ(h(� �  � 
0 � 
1))) backto the requester:3. Upon receiving the random numbers, the pseudonyms and their signatures (�; ;
0;
1; CertJ(h(
0)); CertJ (h(
1)); CertJ (h(� �  � 
0 � 
1))), the requester veri�es if
0 �p g� , 
1 �p 
0 and the signatures of the pseudonyms are valid: If not, he hasto ask the judge to retransmit them.3.3 The signature generation phaseWithout loss of generality, we assume that t out of the n signers are Ui; 1 � i � t: Whena requester requests a fair blind threshold signature, he and the t signers perform thefollowing steps during the signature generation phase.10



1. The requester sends 
0; CertJ(h(
0)) to all Ui; 1 � i � t:2. Upon receiving 
0; CertJ(h(
0)); each Ui veri�es if CertJ(h(
0)) is valid by thejudge's public key eJ . If valid, each Ui randomly chooses a number ki 2 Zq, computesbri �p gki ; �i �p 
ki0 , ui �p 
zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))0 and sends bri, �i and uito the requester. Otherwise, he rejects it and stops.3. After receiving all bri, �i and ui; 1 � i � t; the requester checks ifui �p (	i;0( nYj=t+1�j;i)Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))� ; 1 � i � t: (1)If ui; 1 � i � t; is not valid he has to ask the corresponding signer to send it again.Otherwise, he does the following.(a) Choose two random numbers � 2 Zq and � 2 Z�q ; compute u �p (Qti=1 ui) ;� �p Qti=1 �i; ri �p g� bri�; v2 �p (
1)(t�)��; v1 �p h(m �
1 � v2 � u)Qti=1 ri andbm �q ��1v1:(b) Check if bm 6= 0. If yes, send bm to all Ui; 1 � i � t: Otherwise, go back to step(a).4. Upon receiving bm, each Ui computesbsi �q bm(zi + nXj=t+1 fj(xi)( tYk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi � xk ))) + ki (2)and sends bsi back to the requester.5. After receiving all bsi ; 1 � i � t; the requester computes si �q bsi�+�; 1 � i � t; andchecks if g�siyv1i ri �p ( nYj=t+1(�j;i))(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))(�v1); 1 � i � t: (3)If bsi; 1 � i � t; is not valid, he has to ask the corresponding signer to send it again. Oth-erwise, he computes s �q Pti=1 si: The fair threshold signature of m is (
1; CertJ(h(
1));v1; v2; s; u):
11



3.4 The signature veri�cation phaseTo verify the fair threshold signature (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u) for the message m; onesimply checks if 
s1 �p v2uv1 and g�syv1v1 �p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u).4 AnalysisWe examine the correctness and security of our scheme in this section. We also show howto link a given signature to its corresponding signing process under the assistance of thejudge.4.1 CorrectnessTo prevent a signer from sending an invalid partial signature to the requester, the partialsignature must be checked in step 5 of the signature generation phase. The followinglemma ensures the correctness of partial signatures.Lemma 1. The partial signature ( ri; si; ui) is valid if Ui is honest.Proof . By our scheme, we haveg�siyv1i ri�p g�(bsi�+�)gziv1g� bri��p g�(bm(zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))+ki)�gziv1gki��p g�bm(zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))�gziv1�p g�bmzi��bmPnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))�gziv1�p gPnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))(�bm�)�p (Qnj=t+1(�j;i))(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))(�v1)andui�p 
zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))0�p (g�)zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))�p g(zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))��p (gzi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))��p (	i;0(Qnj=t+1�j;i)Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))� : 212



After the signature generation phase, the blind signature can be veri�ed by the grouppublic key in the signature veri�cation phase. Lemma 2 ensures the correctness of thescheme.Lemma 2. The 6-tuple (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u) is a valid fair blind threshold sig-nature on the message m.Proof . The validity of the signature (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u) on the message m caneasily be established as follows.g�syv1v1�p g�(Pti=1(bsi�+�))gPni=1 ziv1h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)(Qti=1 ri)�p h(m �
1 � v2 � u)g�(bm(Pti=1 zi+Pti=1(Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))))+Pti=1 ki)��t�gPni=1 ziv1(Qti=1 g� bri�)�p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)g�(bm(Pti=1 zi+Pnj=t+1(Pti=1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))))+Pti=1 ki)�gPni=1 ziv1(Qti=1 gki�)�p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)g�(bm(Pti=1 zi+Pni=t+1 zi))�gPni=1 ziv1�p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)g�bmPni=1 zi�gPni=1 ziv1�p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)g�v1Pni=1 zigPni=1 ziv1�p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)and
s1�p 
(Pti=1 si)0�p 
(Pti=1(bsi�+�))0�p 
t�+�Pti=1 bsi0�p 
t�+�Pti=1(bm(zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))+ki)0�p 
t�+�Pti=1 ki+�bmPti=1(zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk )))0�p 
t�+�Pti=1 ki+v1Pni=1 zi0�p (
1)(t�)(
1)(�Pti=1 ki)(
1)(v1Pni=1 zi)�p (
1)(t�)(
1)(�Pti=1 ki)(u)v1�p (
1)(t�)��uv1�p v2uv1 : 213



4.2 Security analysisLet � denote the signers' complete views of an execution in the signature generation phaseand let (m; (
1; CertJ (h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u) denote the message-signature pair generated inthat execution. Theorem 3 ensures the blindness of our proposed scheme.Theorem 3. The threshold signature scheme proposed in Section 2 is blind.Proof . For proving the blindness of the scheme, we show that given any view � andany valid message-signature pair (m; (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u)); there exists a uniquetriple of blinding factors �; � and : Since the requester chooses the blinding factors �and � randomly and the judge also chooses the blinding factor  randomly, the blindnessof the signature scheme follows.Without loss of generality, assume that the signature (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u)for the message m has been generated by t signers Ui; 1 � i � t; with the view consistingof 
0; ki; bri �p gki ;�i �p 
ki0 ; bsi �q bm(zi +Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))) + ki; ui �p
zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))0 ; 1 � i � t and bm; then the following equations must holdfor � and �: v1 �p m tYi=1 ri �p m tYi=1 g� bri� (4)bm �q v1��1 (5)s �q tXi=1 si �q tXi=1(bsi� + �) (6)Note that if t < q, then gcd(t; q) = 1: Since bm 2 Zq and bm 6= 0; by equations (5) and(6), the unique solution for � and � is: ��q bm�1v1 (7)��q(s� tXi=1 bsi�)t�1 (8)In the following, we show that the solutions of � and � in equations (7) and (8) alsosatis�es equation (4). 14



h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)Qti=1 g� bri��p g�syv1v1gt�Qti=1 gki��p v1g�Pti=1(bsi�+�)gv1Pni=1 zigt�g�Pti=1 ki�p v1g�((bm(Pti=1 zi+Pti=1(Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))))+Pti=1 ki)�+t�)gv1Pni=1 zigt�g�Pti=1 ki�p v1g�(bm(Pti=1 zi+Pni=t+1 zi)+Pti=1 ki)�gv1Pni=1 zig�Pti=1 ki�p v1g�((bmPni=1 zi+Pti=1 ki)�)gv1Pni=1 zig�Pti=1 ki�p v1g�Pni=1 bmzi�gv1Pni=1 zi�p v1:In additional to the equations (4), (5) and (6), the following equations must hold for: 
1 �p 
0 (9)u �p ( tYi=1 ui) (10)v2 �p (
0)(t�)�� (11)Since g �p �(p�1)=q and � is a generator of Z�p , g generates a cyclic subgroup Sg of Z�pwith jSgj = q and 
0;
1 2 Sg; we can only �nd a unique solution for  satisfying equation(9). This unique solution  also satis�es equation (10) and (11). 2Given the secret information of a group of � < t members, Lemma 4 ensures that thethreshold cryptosystem constructed in the shadow distribution phase will not disclose anyextra information about the group secret key Pni=1 zi.Lemma 4. Given a group of � < t members G = fpijpi 2 [1; n]; 1 � i � �g and the set ofshares f�j;ij1 � j � n; i 2 Gg. For any �xed j; 1 � j � n; it takes polynomial time on jpjto generate a random set fgcaj;k j1 � k � t� 1g satisfying g�j;i �p Qt�1k=0(gcaj;k )xik for i 2 G.Proof . In step 3 of the shadow distribution phase, after Ui has received all �j;i, he veri�esif the share �j;i received from Uj is consistent with the certi�ed values 	j;l; 1 � l � t� 1;
15



by checking if g�j;i �p Qt�1l=0(	j;l)xil . Thereforeg�j;i �p t�1Yl=0(gaj;l)xil �p gPt�1l=0 aj;l�xil : (12)Since g �p �(p�1)=q and � is a generator of Z�p , g generates a cyclic subgroup Sg of Z�p withjSgj = q. From (12), we have �j;i �q t�1Xl=0 aj;l � xil (13)From (13), we know that given a �xed index j, the shares �j;i; i 2 G; will use the samevariables daj;k; 0 � k � t� 1; as follows:�j;i �q t�1Xk=0daj;k � xik: (14)Given a �xed index j, we can get at most � linear equations with t variables as follows:�j;i �q t�1Xk=0daj;k � xik(i 2 G): (15)Since the linear equations have at least one solution daj;k = aj;k; 0 � k � t � 1, we cansolve the linear equations (15) and get a random solution daj;k, 1 � k � t� 1; by assigningrandom values to all free variables. From (15), it is clear that g�j;i �p gPt�1k=0 caj;k�xik �pQt�1k=0(gcaj;k)xik . 2In our fair blind threshold signature scheme, the partial signature (si; ri; ui) mustsatisfy the equation g�siyv1i ri �p g�sigziv1ri �p (Qnj=t+1(�j;i))(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))(�v1) andgui �p (	i;0(Qnj=t+1�j;i)Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))
0 : Since v1; �j;i; xk; ri; yi and si are all public,an attacker has to solve the discrete logarithm problem in order to get the secret value zi.With the information of all partial signatures and the corresponding threshold signa-ture, an attacker is not capable of deriving the secret keys since it has to solve the equationv1g�syv1 �p h(m � 
1 � v2 � u)(Qni=1 ri)g�(Pni=1 si)(Qni=1 gzi)v1 : To solve this equation, onehas to solve the discrete logarithm problem.Since ; � and � are kept secret by the requester and all signatures are equally likelyfrom the signer's point of view, it is computationally infeasible for the signer to de-rive the link between the view consisting of 
0; ki; bri �p gki ;�i �p 
ki0 ; bsi �q bm(zi +Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i ( �xkxi�xk ))) + ki; ui �p 
zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))0 ; 1 � i � t;16



bm and the signature (
1 �p 
0 ; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u) for the message m submittedby a requester for veri�cation later.4.3 Linkage recoverySince blind threshold signature schemes without the fairness property provide perfect un-linkability, such e-cash schemes can be misused by criminals, e.g. to safely obtain a ransomor to launder money. For example, a criminal can safely obtain a ransom by joining ablind threshold signature scheme where the request is via an untraceable mail (e.g. anordinary mail or an untraceable e-mail [24, 25]) and the signers put the blind thresholdsignature on a public board. Then the criminal can easily obtain the blind threshold sig-nature from the public board and derive the corresponding e-coins. To cope with thisdilemma, in our proposed scheme, anyone of the t signers can �rst send all pseudonyms(
0; CertJ(h(
0)))s requested by the criminal to the judge and then the judge sendsall the corresponding pseudonyms (;
0;
1; CertJ(h(
0)); CertJ(h(
1)))s back to thesigner. The signer can verify validity of the corresponding pseudonyms by checking if
0 �p 
1 and both CertJ(h(
0)) and CertJ(h(
1)) are valid: When the criminal with-draws these e-coins from the signer, the signer can easily identify the criminal by linkingthe message-signature pair (m; (
1; CertJ (h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u)) with the correspondingsigner's view 
0; ki; bri �p gki ;�i �p 
ki0 ; bsi �q bm(zi + Pnj=t+1 fj(xi) (Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk))) + ki; ui �p 
zi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i( �xkxi�xk ))0 and bm: If the judge is honest, all crimesby misusing the unlinkability property of blind threshold signatures will be prevented andthe anonymity of honest customers will also be preserved.5 Discussions5.1 Performance ConsiderationsIn this subsection we give an analysis of the computational e�ort required to compute fairblind threshold signatures in our scheme. Let Scheme 1 denote the fair blind thresholdsignature scheme in Section 3.3.1 and Scheme 1� denote the corresponding underlying blindsignature scheme. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of the fair blind threshold signaturescheme and the underlying fair blind signature scheme. Comparative to the underlying17



Table 1: Cost of the signature generation phase in the fair blind threshold signature schemeand that in the underlying fair blind signature scheme.The requester The Signer or UiEXP INV MUL ADD EXP INV MUL ADDScheme 1 5 1 3t+ 6 t 3 0 n� 1 n� t+ 1Scheme 1� 5 1 5 1 3 0 1 1whereEXP = the number of modulo exponentiations,INV = the number of modulo inversions (divisions),MUL = the number of modulo multiplications,ADD = the number of modulo additions.blind signature scheme, the extra cost for signing a blind threshold signature is to computezi+Pnj=t+1 fj(xi)(Qtk=1;k 6=i ( �xkxi�xk )) in Step 3 which contains n�2 modular multiplicationsand n � t additions. For reducing the computational cost needed by the requester, thepartial signature veri�cation in Step 3 and Step 5 would not be done except the �nalthreshold signature can not pass the veri�cation equation in the signature veri�cationphase. In this approach, the requester only needs to compute 5 modular exponentiationsand 1 modular inverse in step 2 of the signature generation phase which is the same asthe underlying fair blind signature scheme. Since the blind threshold veri�cation functionsof our schemes all are the same as those of the underlying blind signature schemes, theveri�cation cost of our blind threshold signature is the same as that of the underlying blindsignature. Comparative to the underlying fair blind signature schemes, the extra cost forrequesting a fair blind threshold signature in our scheme is to compute Qti=1 �i; t�;Qti=1 bri;�;Qti=1 ui and Pti=1 bsi in the equation s �q Pti=1 si �q Pti=1(bsi� + �) �q t�+ � Pti=1 bsiwhich contains 3t+ 1 modular multiplications and t� 1 modular additions.5.2 Message RecoveryIt is clear that our protocol can not provide the message recovery capability. Since ourproposed blind threshold signature scheme is based on the blind signature scheme in [2] withmessage recovery. We can slightly modify our proposed scheme, such that, the modi�edscheme provides the message recovery capability. The veri�cation process of the modi�edscheme can be the as follows: 18



1. Checks if 
s1 �p v2uv1 :2. Computes m �p g�syv1v1 and checks if m has some proper redundancy information.But the modi�ed scheme fails to achieve the fairness property as will be explainedbelow.Let (
0;
1) and (
00;
01) be two pair of pseudonyms and let (
1; CertJ(h(
1)); v1; v2; s; u)be the signature generated by the pseudonym (
0;
1) on the message m: The signatureis valid if m �p g�syv1v1; m has some proper redundancy information and 
s1 �p v2uv1holds. From the signature, we can compute the signature (
01; CertJ(h(
01)); v1; v02; s; u)by computing v02 �p (
01)su�v1 : This is a valid signature on m since m �p g�syv1v1 and
s1 �p v2uv1 holds. However, if the requester did not use 
01, this signature can no longerbe linked to any run of the signature-generation protocol. Therefore, the modi�ed schemedoes not enjoy the fairness property. It is still an open problem if there exists a fair blindsignature scheme with message recovery using the registration method.6 ConclusionWe have proposed an e�cient fair blind threshold signature scheme based on discretelogarithm. In our scheme, the size of a fair threshold signature is the same as that ofan individual fair signature and the and the signature veri�cation process is simpli�edby means of a group public key. The security of our schemes relies on the hardnessof computing discrete logarithm and it is computationally infeasible for the signers toderive the exact correspondence between the message they actually sign and all signers'complete views of the execution of the signing process without the assistance of the judgeor the requester. Our proposed scheme can be easily applied to current e�cient single-authority e-cash schemes for distributing the power of a single authority without changingthe underlying structure and degrading the overall performance.References[1] Chaum, D Blind signatures for untraceable payments, Proc. of Crypt'82, Plenum,NY, (1983) 99-203. 19
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